
South West Florida Scrub Working Group 

May 3, 2018 

Oscar Scherer State Park, Osprey, FL  

The purpose of this meeting was to discuss Florida scrub-jay conservation and land management in the 

region. The previous meeting was March 31, 2015.  

8:45 AM- Welcome and Introductions 

9 AM- Field Trip, Monthly Scrub-Jay Census for Oscar Scherer State Park 

• Participants split into two groups to visit territories with individuals noted on the census sheet 

(Photo 1).  

• Parentheses indicate individuals not seen and are removed after 3 months.  

• Tony noted that all surveys are conducted in-house, rather than by Jaywatch. 

10 AM- Census Results- Recap by Karen Rogers and Francis Folkers 

• CAMP territory- saw all birds 

• MARS- saw the female briefly interacting with CAMP groups 

• SQEZ- saw 2 adults 

• TWOA- saw all birds (5 jays, one unbanded) 

• CNTY-didn’t make it out to territory  

10:10 AM- Tour Scrubby Flatwoods, hosted by Tony Clements 

• Tour focused on scrubby flatwoods habitat management. 

• Tony noted that the scrubby flatwoods require a lot of mechanical work. The scrub comes back 

thick and there is a need to create sandy patches (Photo 2). 

• Sandy patches are created with herbicide, but burning is still the primary management tool. The 

bare sandy patches may face issues with exotics. These include natal grass, rattlebox, and bahia 

grass, rosary pea. Herbicides applied as necessary.  

• The goal for scrub management is to leave 2/3 habitat in good shape and treat in phases for 

transition. An important management focus is connection between jay families (Photo 3).  

• Dense vegetative curtains and larger oaks are removed to open habitat for jay use. 

• Tony has found good mechanical results from roller chopping. Habitat is cut once using a Fecon 

head to minimize disturbance.  

• Diana (Sarasota County) described having vegetation over 4ft removed for jays.  

• Tony discussed addressing management concerns from the public. Fire lowers fuel load and 

increases the diversity of plants and animals. It’s important to keep the message of fire positive.  

• Challenges of burning at the park include funding and park location. Burns can only be 

conducted in one wind direction, and smoke management at the urban interface is an important 

consideration (Photo 5).  

• One of the goals of burning is to drive fire from open areas to mesic hammock to change the 

habitat structure to more scrub habitat.  



• Tree thinning is a common management tool in the park, with a goal of 2-3 pine trees/acre (Photo 

6) 

• Tony has found greater diversity from roller chopping vs mowing. Test plots are created to 

determine effectiveness of treatment. Roller chopping has also worked best for dense scrub 

habitat. After roller chopping, Tony waits 2-3 months to burn.  

• Gopher tortoise avoidance measures are in place when roller chopping. Burrows are flagged 

beforehand, and volunteers map burrows following a burn.    

• Ponds adjacent to scrub habitat has been restored for gopher frogs.  

• Tony described current management near the Legacy Trail. The management goal is to open up 

100 acres through burning and pine thinning. The last burn was too hot and pines were lost. 

There are currently no jays present, but one jay family is located nearby at the creek corridor. 

Trying to get the area back to 30% bare ground, as it may be good spot for jay translocation 

(Photo 7).  

1 PM-Current Trends in FSJ Populations-Tom Mecklenborg (USFWS) 

• FSJ declines have been noted since 1927.  

• FSJ is currently found in 39 counties, extirpated from 8 counties, 17 counties have fewer than 2 

groups. Only 9 counties have greater than 30 family groups on conservation lands.  

• The largest population is found in Ocala National Forest, followed by Merritt Island National 

Refuge.  

• A jay territory definition is 3 birds.  

• A metapopulation is a group of populations capable of dispersal.  

• Stith published 42 metapopulation groups, 21 were considered extinction prone.  

• In 2008, 10 major genetic units were determined. This is the unit used by USFWS.  

• Translocations next year will be outside of genetic units, with jays moved between John 

Dickenson and Ocala National Forest.  

• Sarasota has limited resources and is a sink population. The county will need a translocation 

strategy and to build up a core population.  

2 PM-Discussion  

• Question on how to talk to the public about FSJ decline. Recommendations include giving talks 

to the public, focusing on specific features of jays (endemic, habitat specialists), speaking to 

Board of County Commissioners.  

• Joe Prenger from the USFWS Partner’s Program discussed management on private land.  

• Discussion on how data is managed. Todd receives information from Jaywatch and HCP permits. 

Can send him additional information.  

2:30 PM-Wrap up 

• Adrienne requested materials (anything you would like to be available to the group; will post 

past newsletters “The Cache”) for the scrub-jay wordpress website (South West Florida Scrub 

Working Group – Florida Scrub-Jay Conservation) 

• Feedback for the working group will be requested in an email.  

 

https://fsjconservation.wordpress.com/working-groups/south-west-florida-scrub-working-group/
https://fsjconservation.wordpress.com/working-groups/south-west-florida-scrub-working-group/


 

Photo 1: Scrub-Jay census field trip 



 

Photo 2: Thick scrub following mechanical work 



 

Photo 3: Transition phases of management 



 

Photo 4: Dense vegetative curtain along trail to be managed for jays 



 

Photo 5: Management challenge of burning near urban interface 

 



 

Photo 6: Pine thinning in scrub habitat 

 

 



 

Photo 7: Recently managed scrub habitat near the Legacy Trail 

  


